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SECOND HAND UNIFORM SHOP

DATES TO DIARISE
14 February

•

Stage 3 – Grade 3 Valentine’s Day Picnics

SPORT
Dear Parents
Please see below, a circular that was sent to all schools and cricket clubs within the Cape Town region. As we are affiliated to
Western Province Cricket, we will be heeding the call to suspend all cricket matches as required.
However, after getting some clarity from the authorities, we are allowed to continue with mini-cricket which does not affect the
grounds and pitches as hard-ball cricket would do.
We will continue with our practices and matches but we will be moving all JP cricket activities to the school astro to alleviate
pressure on the GPCC fields. Please see amended times and venues for the rest of the term.
Practice: Tuesdays and Thursday (School Astro- 13:30 - 14:30)
U9 Matches: Tuesday (School Astro 14:30 to 15:15) Please look out for the match letters as some matches will be away.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you are unsure of something or require any more info
Kind regards
Client Musamba
021 433 0105 | 021 433 0105 | 071 510 4622 | client.musamba@reddam.house

TO ALL WESTERN PROVINCE JUNIOR YOUTH CRICKET AFFILIATED SCHOOLS AND
CLUBS
The catastrophic water crisis that has hit Cape Town and the ever-looming day zero has placed dramatic
permutations on cricket in Cape Town for the foreseeable future. In July 2017 cricket, WPCA made the
proactive decision to half the senior club’s season fixtures due to the City of Cape Town’s concerns of not
enough water to service municipal facilities and then further cut fixtures in October 2017 after minimal rain
during the winter months. The season commenced and even though poor quality of cricket and deterioration of
club facilities, 90% of first half fixtures were completed. In 2018 and after further concerns, two engaging
meetings were held with senior city officials to discuss their various interventions for sport In Cape Town to try
and delay the inevitable announcement that sport would suffer due to the water crisis.
The City of Cape Town promised that it would work with WPCA to ensure that cricket is played, however after
an announcement that municipal fields will be closed due various factors mainly because of the poor ratings of
facilities on the new triage system and no access to water. The decision from the WPCA Local Leagues Cricket
committee and the WPCA board and in consultation with the City of Cape Town is to suspend all community
based cricket (including schools and youth cricket clubs) with immediate effect due to unavailability of water
including treated effluent, potable (municipal) and very recently borehole water. WPCA remain sensitive that
this would have severe impact on the livelihood of clubs moving forward and possibly question some club’s
existence. A special task team will be created with immediate effect to plot and plan the 2018/19 season as
well the most effective cricket structure for this unusual situation.
Please note that the WP Youth Cricket District nets programme will continue.
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